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IMPORTANT WARNING   
Trading Energy products carries an above average  financial risk. The following statement may affect your rights

DISCLAIMER:

This document has been prepared by Renaud Saleur, managing partner of VULCAIN ENERGY LLP and of ANACONDA INVEST SA and officer of KENDAR, thereafter
designated as the Advisor.

The Advisor is under contract with investment managers ( the Managers) and gives nonbinding advice to the Managers for the exclusive management of actively managed
certificates, managed accounts or any other regulated collective investment schemes, thereafter, designated as the “Funds”. A structured product is therefore not a Fund for
the clarity of this disclaimer. The Advisor does not give advice nor participate in the origination of any other financial products than the Funds and, in particular, the Advisor
is never involved nor gives advice for the origination of structured products made from a basket of equities that may be mentioned in this letter and/or are part of the Funds.
Consequently, the Advisor declines all responsibilities for any product created on the basis of the information contained in this document and/or for any product originated
by taking any securities out of the context of the Funds.

The Advisor does not give investment recommendation to the public, advice on commodities nor solicit the public to invest into any energy products.

The equity or credit strategies developed by the Advisor are for the long term but may vary in the short term depending on the volatility of the market. Every positions within
the Funds are constructed to follow a complex strategy and may be bought as a hedge and not for their own merits. Therefore, the Advisor strongly warns against taking
any security or group of securities out of the scope of the Funds to originate any other product than the Funds.

The Advisor warns that any reference to the Advisor and/ or to this letter by any other party than the Managers in their sole and exclusive role to promote and manage the
Funds and exclusively in this context shall be considered by the regulator as a Misrepresentation or Misleading information which constitutes a breach of the Code of
Conduct of the Financial Conduct Authority, sanctioned by fines and penalties mentioned on the Financial Conduct Authority Website.

Consequently and pursuant to this warning, no partners nor directors of the Advisor can be held responsible nor liable for any investment made on the basis of the
information contained in this letter or /and in the Funds. The partners and directors of the Advisor may at any time buy or sell securities in energy for their own accounts or
for other clients than the Manager strictly following the Advisor Compliance guidelines fully reviewed and approved by the Financial Conduct Authority.

This is not to be distributed to the US nor to any US person, nor to any nonqualified investors.



INVESTMENT BRIEF

 The Funds are managed by Renaud Saleur. Renaud Saleur is a Centrale Supelec graduate with a master in sciences in computer engineering. He graduated in 1985 from
Harvard Business School with a master in business administration. He also holds a master in economics from La Sorbonne. He has successfully managed long only balanced
funds for Fidelity International from 1986 to 1998, hedge funds for Soros Global Research LLP and Moore Capital. He has run his own multi strategy fund since 2003 together
with three long only energy equity and bond funds since 2018. With a consistent alpha creation and top quartile ranking. He has won many prices from Lipper, Micropal and
WM. His credit fund at Fidelity was ranked number 2 over ten years by Micropal. Renaud Saleur has been asked by CAPITAL LINK , the New York based network for
Shipping and Energy , to become a Guest Columnist on their Website where he will share his energy views weekly .

 Renaud Saleur has developed a strong expertise in oil since 1987. He has access to a large network of Oil executives and Specialised Oil brokers. Renaud Saleur proprietary
research on the energy sector has been chosen by Capital Link, a worldwide organisation used by the Energy industry for their Forums, to be included on their Website.

 www.capitallink.com. World wide shipping Forum in New York in June with all the global players .

 It is anticipated that the HY fund will start with $ 20 million and have a soft close at $ 300 million. It shall be liquidated after five years which is the anticipated time to maximise
the return of the fund. Bonds will normally be held to maturity ( five years on average). The fund will have a $ capitalisation share and a $ income distributing share.

 The funds are offered with a 1.5% management fee payable quarterly in arrears and a 15% success fee with high water mark. The two equity AMC are listed on Vienna Stock
Exchange. For the HY bond fund, the success fee will be payable in equity and income shares of the fund so that the advisor and investors interests are always aligned. The
advisor will have a lock up period for its shares.

 The fund may hold significant cash balances and have a macro overlay to preserve the capital of the fund. It is however anticipated that it will follow a buy and hold strategy.

 The fund will be totally transparent to investors who will receive a weekly letter and a monthly report of holdings.

 Whereas the GOLBAL ENERGY is managed on the SILEX platform, we are going to move the Green Energy to our own platform soon. The Credit Energy shall be live first
week of June on the UBP platform. It will not be offered by SILEX but directly by us.

http://www.capitallink.com/




INVESTMENT BRIEF

 The OPEC + meeting should now take place tomorrow as IRAQ seems to have promised to be compliant. What it exactly means for the number of barrels is unclear as with IRAQ
and NIGERIA, the compliance was 90% so Iraq and others over produced close to 1 million barrels whilst SAUDI cut to 7 million instead of the 8 and was over compliant. If Saudi
reverts to 8 and the others become compliant which will take time, we would still be physically below 9 million barrels cut. Cosmetically, it is bullish for oil and we covered our WTI
short, remaining long Brent . It is very likely that EOG,PIONEER, PARSLEY will re open some wells shut a month ago and put back 800,000 barrels on the market. OPEC + is
knee jerking to TRUMP… Shame. However the number of rigs and fracking teams are so low that these re opened wells which will be dry 6 months from now ( The life cycle of a
Shale well is very short) will not be replaced by new ones ( Rig count far too low) and the Shale output will still be below 2019 by 40% by year end.

 The number of Hurricanes because of Global warming will be very high, at least 19 in the Gulf of Mexico. The season has already started which is quite early. Some rigs have
been evacuated. That should trigger further disruptions on supply this summer. Good for oil.

 Airlines are on fire with the deconfinement. They just started to fly that stocks have more than doubled from the lows . Buffet was very ill timed in its trade although the rally ( 12%
per day for Air France, British…) and 20% for the US airlines is complete madness . Chinese domestic is over 60% of normal and US starting to recover. In one of our funds, we
invested in Dry Bulk two days ago. Rates are up 18% . Dry Bulk trades like VALE exports and VALE iron ore exports to China look good . Chinese inventories of iron ore are very
low. We bought 2020 Bulkers , Golden Ocean and Eagle. Stocks are 50% from their level in December. Freight rates are up 18% in two days.

 We are just out a JP MORGAN ESG conference . EQUINOR,IBERDROLA , RWE , EDF all presented . The Capex cycle for renewable is intact . 25% of the EU 750 Billion Euros
rescue package will be directed to Green Projects and will be financed by a tax on carbon, on digital and on single use plastics. The cost of producing 1 KWh of electricity has
decreased 50% for solar and 20% for wind over the last 6 years. EDF just commissioned a $ 2 Billion Offshore FECAMP ( 500 MW offshore wind power) EQUINOR wants to be
carbon neutral . It is already one of the low CO2 intensity producer with 8 Kg of CO2 produced by barrel of oil produced vs 17 Kg for the industry average. It is flaring 2.5 tons of
gas per 1000 tons produced vs 12 for the industry and its Methane emissions are 0.03% vs 0.25% industry average . EQUINOR is working on a lot of HYDROGEN projects from
replacing oil for large ships to use it as a fuel for the Cement and Steel Industry. We had a very interesting meeting with AKER SOLUTIONS , a company controlled by AKER .
45% of sales are renewable related engineering projects (Floating Offshore wind and Carbon Capture ) Whereas all Environmental stocks are flying, AKER SOLUTIONS is still
down over 60% ytd. We bought it in both AMC yesterday on the lows, up 20% since !!! 2%,in 24 hours . Renewables are definitely moving ahead. Hydrogen becomes a hot topic
.It is now a 4% position in the GREEN AMC.

 The DOE figures show a draw of crude but a massive build up of DIESEL. Net the inventories are up . Diesel demand is at a 21 years low and leads to ask questions on the V
shape recovery of the Industrial demand . China is now back at 92% of normal.



OUR SCENARIO FOR OIL IN THE NEXT THREE YEARS 
A V-SHAPED DEMAND RECOVERY, A L-SHAPED SUPPLY RECOVERY 

V-shaped 
demand

L-shaped 
supply

 Road traffic (35% of oil demand) is rebuilding very fast. After only two weeks, there is a six million barrels draw in the 
USA on gasoline and refinery utilisation rate is up above 70%.

 Although Jet Fuel (8%) will be slower to recover, Petrochemical demand has been flat year to date  and represents 
45% of oil demand.

 Shale oil capacity destruction will be around 4 million barrels and conventional oil in countries forced to cut investments 
(Algeria, Venezuela, etc) around 5 million barrels from old and unprofitable wells . These wells will not re open (Too 
costly) or will be permanently damaged .

 By June 2021, supply < demand by 3-5million barrels

 Oil majors have been under-investing in new oil since 2014. Today new oil discovered / oil demand  has fallen to 9% 
from 80% in 2014. With an historic 30% CAPEX cut in 2020, it is at least 10 million barrels a day not discovered for 
2022 hence an oil super-cycle starting with high energy prices.



THE OIL INDUSTRY IS GRADUALLY TAKING A GREEN BIAS 

 FUGRO, AKER SOLUTIONS, SUBSEA 7 are all diversifying in renewables  .

 Dry Bulk is restarting .

Equinor Climate Roadmap

Shipping Rates
VLCC: $46,300/d (-3.5%) MEG/FEAST
LR2: $14,663/d (-31.6%) TC1 
CAPESIZE: $6,177/d (17.3%) BCI 
VLGC: 17,663/d (-3.1%) Baltic VLGC 
LNG: $31,000/d (0.0%) for 155-165k 
HFO/VLSFO spread: 53 (-4.2%)



OUR GENERAL COMMENTS ON THE MARKET 

 OPEC + has been very compliant (98%) and has cut 9.46 million barrel vs the 9.7 promised. July 
is normally the date at which cut become 7 million barrels vs 9.7 . Russia has indicated its 
willingness to follow the agreement. This stopped the oil rally and it is good news . We need 
more shale oil to be exiting and a too fast recovery of WTI towards $36, the Opex break even 
would have sent a life line to shale oil . JPM sees demand > supply in September this year . We 
think earlier . Oil demand should be according to them 97% of normal by year end. 

 We think that the oil service industry is positioning for recovery by mothballing or scrapping a 
lot of assets. Our theory that when capex recovers sometimes next year, the capacity of oil 
services available will have shrunk and we could see pricing power appearing. SUBSEA 7 has 
docked 30% of its vessels this morning. This will save opex of 400 million $ next year. MAERSK 
DRILLING believes the number of UDW rigs to be scrapped will dramatically increase . 26,000 
people related to Texas oil industry lost their jobs in April. VALARIS is preparing for Chapter 
11. The survivors will emerge much stronger. We think that 20% at least of existing floaters 
will be scrapped. Some  oil services companies are taking the lead in Energy transition : AKER 
SOLUTIONS,SUBSEA 7, FUGRO, TECHNIP… SUBSEA 7 has just doubled its order book in 
renewables with a $ 750 million order for SEAGRENN WINDFARM in SCOTLAND. (1 GW)  This 
includes the offshore foundations of 114 Wind towers and the laying of 300 Km of submarine 
cables .

 Qatar is ordering 100 LNG tankers and ADNOC continues with Umm Al Dalkh field. ( 5 million 
barrels per day by 2030) Investments are just delayed. We think that with 40% shale capacity 
going , Offshore capex should recover by Q3 2021 and th surviving oil services companies shall 
regain pricing power .

 China is recovering. Gasoline usage is at 90% of normal. Sale of excavators, heavy 
infrastructure machinery is booming which bodes well for diesel as well. Even domestic flying 
is now at 60% of normal. JP MORGAN expect a flat yoy oil demand in China in 2020 and +3% 
next year to 13.5 million barrels day . 

GLOBAL ENERGY  : MACRO AND GEOPOLITICS                      DOE FIGURES AS OF YESTERDAY 



TWO BOTTOMING CHARTS : 2020 NO AND AKSO NO 
 Aker Solutions and 2020 Bulkers will soon fly  . GOGL NO and EGLE US as well 

 AKER SOLUTIONS  With Iron Ore China Recovery so is Bulk Shipping



FOUR OIL SERVICES COMPANIES INCREASING THEIR GREEN FOOTPRINT
WE OWN ALL OF THEM  

 FUGRO  AKER SOLUTIONS 

 SUBSEA 7  TECHNIP



High Yield Energy starts to move 

When all the horror stories are hitting the 
press such as this week FT article on drilling, 
the worst tend to be behind. 

We talk to MAERSK DRILLING : they think
Harsh Environment ( 30% of their biz, 40% of 
Transocean and 100% of Odjfell) is strong .
We also think that these three will become 
Champions.

Fugro,Subsea 7 are getting big in renewables.
FUGRO CREDIT still at above 20% in Euros

IT IS A GREAT TIME TO LAUNCH 
OUR BOND FUND : 



HIGH YIELD ENERGY BONDS ARE TOTALLY CORRELATED TO OIL PRICE

BRENT RECOVERY SHALL LEAD HIGH YIELD (DRILLING) ENERGY HAS FALLEN IN ALL INDICES (CREDIT AND EQUITY)

ENERGY HIGH YIELD IS INVERSELY CORRELATED TO OIL TRANSOCEAN BOND VERSUS BRENT PRICE

Well chosen issues should rally with the recovery of Brent 



NEWS FOR OUR PRODUCTS 



GLOBAL ENERGY AMC
 WEEKLY AND MONTHLY PERFORMANCES

 GLOBAL ENERGY  MONTHLY  : 320bp outperformance  GLOBAL ENERGY WEEKLY  80 bp outperformamce



GREEN AND TRANSITIONAL ENERGY AMC 
 WEEKLY AND MONTHLY PERFORMANCES

 GREEN OUTPERFORMS MTD    : 530 bp outperformance  GREEN OUTPERFORMS WTD : 80 bp outperformance



LAST WEEK IN REVIEW 
 OUR TWO AMC

 We were up 4.6 % outperforming the MSCI AWI RENEWABLES up only 4.1% . 
ITD ,(February) we outperform our index by 530 bp and the MSCI ENERGY by 
1730 bp. 

 We expect Green energy and renewables to be a big winner of the Covid 19 
crisis. We are down 18% YTD vs -34.8or fossil energies . Electricity demand 
was at the bottom down 15% vs down 35% for oil. Electricity prices 
plummeted from 60 euros /KW to 12 but the forward curve put them at 50 for 
January 2021. We expect a strong recovery going forward .

 Oil majors have not cut their capex allocation to renewables neither did the 
big electrical utilities . This bodes well for the Wind and Solar engineering 
companies. The best performers were FALCK ,UNIPER and SULZER.

 Renewable electricity producers stay largely unaffected in their order book 
and in their pricing as 90% of the output is in the context of fixed price PPA .

 Other best performers were NESTE (Biofuel) , FORTUM (green electricity) and 
EDF (electricity). We suffered in transitional metals ( Platinum, Rhodium and 
Silver ) and punctually with SCATEC SOLAR ( private placement) 

 We are going to change platform in the next month for the AMC .

 We outperformed the index last week. We are now down 34.5% vs 
34.8% for the MSCI Energy .

 Our exposure to refineries (25% ) has proven to be a wise choice. 
SARAS,NESTE and PHILLIPS 66 were strong performers . We are now 
fully invested .

 PETROBRAS  which has taken cost cutting measures and boosted its 
exports to China  continued a second week of strong performance

 Our volatility stays very much lower at 25% that all ETF and oil indeces
at 34% to 58% 

 We took profit in SINOPEC OIL SERVICES and CHINA OIL SERVICES and 
cut all our exposure to Australia as China is entering a trade war with 
China, nicknamed by the Party as the Kangaroo of the USA . We boosted 
our exposure to Russia increasing LUKOIL and adding NOVATEK as Russia 
should boost its exports to China. 

 GREEN ENERGY  GLOBAL ENERGY



LAST MONTH IN REVIEW 
 Monthly performers and Arbitrages

 We strongly outperformed this month up 6.7% vs 1.4% for the MSCI World 
Renewable index and 0.5% for the World Energy Index. We reduced our exposure to 
fossil fuels increasing our exposure to solar . Solar is the clear winner of Covid and 
renewable efforts as electricity cost is now comparable to gas . We added 
SOLARPACK and increased SCATEC SOLAR during the placement whilst we added LNG 
player NOVATEK (Russia) . 

 Our best performers were FALCK (Solar and Windpower) , Solar Edge Technologies 
and Uniper ( Electricity provider) . We suffered with Technip (Engineering) Kunlun 
(Chinese Gas distributor) and Enagas (Spanish Gas utility) . We also made money in 
FORTUM and NESTE OIL. 

 We are going to move GREEN ENERGY from SILEX to our own platform where we are 
also launching our new High Yield Energy bond AMC : VULCAIN HIGH OCTANE CREDIT 
to play the recovery of the Brent price through bombed out energy bonds carefully 
selected.

 We believe our Green AMC is the best proposal to play the momentum of the 
renewable sector whilst benefiting at the same time from the 5% yearly growth of 
LNG in Asia and the expansion of the Worldwide grid through specialised mining 
companies (MAG,FCX ,IMPALA ). We also invest in Hydrogen and Uranium  . 

 May was a risk on month for equities . The recovery of road transportation in Asia 
and now in the USA and Europe is leading a V shaped recovery for gasoline, diesel 
and thus crude. The AMC was up 3.7% MTD vs 0.5% for the MSCI WORLD ENERGY 
index .

 Cuts have been more severe than expected. OPEC+ has been 95% compliant and has 
regained credibility whilst the US shale oil is losing its disruptive power very fast as 
the Baker Hughes oil rig count plummeted . We believe that US oil production is at 10 
million barrels a day and not 11.4 as the DOE claims. We have a target of 8 million by 
year end and Supply should be below demand globally in Q3 if we stay on the actual 
Covid reduction line. OPEC + is regaining its status of Price setter which is good for 
the stability of the oil market .

 Oil services , up 8.2% in May but still down 56% YTD have begun to benefit from the 
switch of the market to value . We have increased our exposure to this sector by 
adding SUBSEA 7 , and SBM OFFSHORE . Our switch from tankers ( down over 20% 
since we sold them earlier this month ) to refineries has paid off and explains the bulk 
of the outperformance . SARAS,MOTOR OIL HELLAS, PHILLIPS 66,,and VALERO were 
our top performers with renewable company FALCK up 16% . We took profit on FALK

 We switched our Australian gas exposure to Russian producers as China is entering a 
trade war with Australia.

 GREEN AND TRANSITIONAL AMC  GLOBAL ENERGY



Portfolio overview : SILEX GLOBAL ENERGY(UBS KEYINVEST)

Pre-crisis AMC Post-crisis AMC
 The year 2020 was anyway supposed to be rough for shale oil as 

most of the 6000 producers have consistently produced negative free 
cash flow since 2014 and cumulated huge pile of debt, 120 billion $ of 
which become due between 2020 and 2021. 

 The Drillers and Service companies were supposed to enjoy better 
times with the increase of FIDs and of day rates. Refining would have 
also benefited from the switch towards higher margin fuels generated 
by the new Marine regulation IMO 2020. We had thus positioned the 
AMC to get the best returns from this scenario. COVID 19 has 
decided otherwise …

 We reacted very quickly repositioning the AMC more defensively and focusing on the Surviving Champions post crisis 

 We have concentrated the AMC on fewer names and chosen the companies with the best balance sheets, the potential to rebound 
and to be later the price setters in an environment where , we believe, a lot of capacity shall be destroyed . We emphasized the low 
cost Oil majors with excellent balance sheets and low cash break even ( oil below $ 20) This included the Nordics ( 
EQUINOR,AKERBP,LUNDIN) TOTAL and the RUSSIANS (GAZPROM,LUKOIL and ROSNEFT ) . We also added the Chinese as 
their domestic market is re starting albeit at a low pace (PETROCHINA and SINOPEC) . 

 We cannot envisage a re start of production without oil services companies. Although it is in this segment that the carnage will be 
maximum , the survivors will benefit from a low capacity/Higher pricing environment. Three drillers ( MAERSK, ODFJELL and 
TRANSOCEAN) make it in our list whilst SBM,TECHNIP,SCHLUMBERGER are on the Watch list. 

 Storage and transportation have now been cut to 4% and mostly for LPG . Refining is up to 25%
 We also drastically increased our exposure to renewable electricity from precious metals ( Rhodium, Platinum, Palladium ..) to Solar 

plants and Hydrogen producers . This sector has a strong momentum even after COVID as people will be more and more aware of 
Global threats to mankind.  We have thus been able to outperform although the last two weeks which saw a short term bounce of the 
Junk and Zombie companies eroded it temporarily . Electricity demand is only down 12% and forward KW prices are 3 times as high 
in January 2021 than today. We added  to IBERDROLA , EDF ..

 2020 has been so far an awful year with oil going down over 60% as a consequence of the Covid 19 disease putting most economies at a standstill and the failed negotiation of OPEC + earlier this year leading to 
the Pump as You will policy of early April. 

 The latest OPEC /G20 meeting last week end may have led with many difficulties to a fragile consensus to cut 10 million barrels of daily production starting in May then 8 starting in July and then 6 later in the year. 
This will be far from enough to compensate the drop in demand that some from the EIA to TRAFIGURA estimate to be between 20 and 35 million boe per day

 The drop of the Brent to 31$ last Friday from over 70$ in January  has damaged all sectors and the WTI at $ 22 has been a killer for shale oil companies the break even of which is in the 
high $50 .Only storage and tanker companies are benefiting from an upsurge in day rates as millions of barrels are finding their way either to China or to storage . 

 The recent agreement should not change this as there is still a huge overflow of crude. Shale companies and especially the independents should be the most affected with at least 3 million boe a day of lost 
production by year end.



Portfolio overview :VULCAIN GREEN ENERGY(UBS KEYINVEST)

THE AMC Post-crisis AMC
 The world is becoming Green Aware and Climate change with 

terrorism, Cyberattacks and now Viruses is one of the great threat of 
the future .Legislation is taking place to address this from the EU 
GREEN DEAL to IMO2020, IMO 2030… for shipping 

 The  cost of renewables and in particular solar is ( Ex battery storage) 
becoming very competitive to gas and coal. Greener energies 
including gas shall produce over 60% of the World electricity by 2050 
.

 $ 13 Trillion at least will be invested into de decarbonisation of the 
electricity production by 2040 and this will happen a lot in South East 
Asia where Coal is still the main fuel to produce electricity. Growth of 
solar and wind but also LNG will lead the transition.

 We reacted very quickly repositioning the AMC more defensively and focusing on the Surviving Champions post crisis 

 We have concentrated the AMC on fewer names and chosen the companies with the best balance sheets, the potential to rebound 
and to be later the price setters in an environment where , we believe, a some capacity shall be destroyed . We emphasized the low 
cost Oil  Electricity producers  with excellent balance sheets and low cash break even .  

 We think that electricity demand will recover alongside oil demand as  both have a 0.6 correlation to GDP growth . Forward price of 
electricity and carbon credits are already pricing a recovery not in the prices of  stocks yet . The higher the recovery of fossil fuels the 
better for renewables from a cost comparison point of view .

 The Electrical Vehicle proposal requires huge investments in the grid and in batteries . Copper ,Lithium, Rhodium , Palladium and 
Silver ,Platinum to be in big demand . We invest in the corresponding mines .

 By 2040, LNG should be the fuel of choice for China . The Covid 19 crisis may have delayed FIDs but the trend is intact . 
Furthermore, the destruction of capacity in shale oil whose by product was cheap natural gas will be a positive factor for  next year ‘s 
increase of gas prices . All LNG tech engineers like GTT will benefit as well as LNG tankers 

 Solar and Offshore wind should be the winners in the low cost green energy : We invest along all the supply chain from components ( 
Soitec ,Jinko ,Vestas,Gurit)  operators and designers(Scatec,Voltalia)  to services companies (Fugro,Technip.).

 2020 has been so far an awful year with oil going down over 60% as a consequence of the Covid 19 disease putting most economies at a standstill and the failed negotiation of OPEC + earlier this year leading to 
the Pump as You will policy of early April. . The Gas and LNG markets have been less affected in volume but underlying stocks sold off.

 The latest  spot figures on electricity have shown a sharp drop from an index of 60 in December to 12-22 today depending on the countries . This together with a fall in demand ( electricity demand varies as 0.6 
times GDP) has weighed naturally on utilities stock prices but they seem to have found a floor.

 The level of investment in green energy should not be affected for too long. China and Taiwan have resumed their orders in wind power(Vestas) whilst the Oil majors capex level for renewables has not been 
affected so far . If anything the Covid 19 may increase the awareness towards global warming as one of the main threats to humanity : A clear warning boosting capex in the sector

 The forward prices of electricity have recovered to 48 (January 2021) and the Carbon Credit market is recovering. 



THE PERFORMANCE
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